
Bayesian Belief NetworksBayesian Belief NetworksBayesian Belief Networks

- Characteristics of Bayesian Methods- Characteristics of Bayesian Methods- Characteristics of Bayesian Methods

   . providing practical learning algorithms:. providing practical learning algorithms:. providing practical learning algorithms:

  Naive Bayes learning  Naive Bayes learning  Naive Bayes learning

  Bayesian belief network learning  Bayesian belief network learning  Bayesian belief network learning

 . combining prior knowledge: . combining prior knowledge: . combining prior knowledge:

  Causality relationship is represented by the graph.  Causality relationship is represented by the graph.  Causality relationship is represented by the graph.

  Prior probabilities are obtained from the observed data.  Prior probabilities are obtained from the observed data.  Prior probabilities are obtained from the observed data.

- Bayes Theorem- Bayes Theorem- Bayes Theorem

 . Let  . Let  . Let  be the hypothesis and  be the hypothesis and  be the hypothesis and  be the data be the data be the data

 . The probability of  . The probability of  . The probability of  given  given  given  is determined by is determined by is determined by

             


  where  where  where

             = the prior probability of hypothesis  = the prior probability of hypothesis  = the prior probability of hypothesis 

             = the prior probability of data  = the prior probability of data  = the prior probability of data 

             = the probability of  = the probability of  = the probability of  given  given  given 



- Choosing Hypotheses- Choosing Hypotheses- Choosing Hypotheses

 . Generally we want the most probable hypothesis given  . Generally we want the most probable hypothesis given  . Generally we want the most probable hypothesis given 

  the data, that is,   the data, that is,   the data, that is, ...

 . The maximum a posteriori (MAP) hypothesis  . The maximum a posteriori (MAP) hypothesis  . The maximum a posteriori (MAP) hypothesis  is selected by is selected by is selected by

              ∊

 ∊


 ∊

 . If we assume that  . If we assume that  . If we assume that  , we can further simplify and, we can further simplify and, we can further simplify and

  choose the maximum likelihood (ML) hypothesis using  choose the maximum likelihood (ML) hypothesis using  choose the maximum likelihood (ML) hypothesis using

               ∊

- Example: Bayes Theorem- Example: Bayes Theorem- Example: Bayes Theorem

Does patient have cancer or not?Does patient have cancer or not?Does patient have cancer or not?

  A patient takes a lab test and the result comes back positive.  A patient takes a lab test and the result comes back positive.  A patient takes a lab test and the result comes back positive.

  The test returns a correct possible result in 98% of the cases  The test returns a correct possible result in 98% of the cases  The test returns a correct possible result in 98% of the cases

  in which the disease is actually present, and a correct negative  in which the disease is actually present, and a correct negative  in which the disease is actually present, and a correct negative

  result in 97% of the cases in which the disease is not present.   result in 97% of the cases in which the disease is not present.   result in 97% of the cases in which the disease is not present. 

  Furthermore, 0.8% of the entire population have this cancer.  Furthermore, 0.8% of the entire population have this cancer.  Furthermore, 0.8% of the entire population have this cancer.

  Let   Let   Let  = cancer,  = cancer,  = cancer,  = not cancer,  = not cancer,  = not cancer,  = positive result, and  = positive result, and  = positive result, and 

             = negative result. = negative result. = negative result.



              , , ,   

              , , ,    

              , , ,    

              ∊  ∊

              ⋅  

              ⋅  

            Therefore, the selected hypothesis is Therefore, the selected hypothesis is Therefore, the selected hypothesis is , that is, not cancer., that is, not cancer., that is, not cancer.

- Basic Formulas for Probabilities- Basic Formulas for Probabilities- Basic Formulas for Probabilities

   . Product Rule: probability . Product Rule: probability . Product Rule: probability ∧ of a conjunction of  of a conjunction of  of a conjunction of 

  two events A and B:  two events A and B:  two events A and B:

            ∧ 

 . Sum Rule: probability of a disjunction of two events A and B: . Sum Rule: probability of a disjunction of two events A and B: . Sum Rule: probability of a disjunction of two events A and B:

            ∨∧

 . Theorem of total probability: if events  . Theorem of total probability: if events  . Theorem of total probability: if events ⋯ are  are  are 

  mutually exclusive with    mutually exclusive with    mutually exclusive with  




  , then, then, then

             
 



...



- Relation to Concept Learning- Relation to Concept Learning- Relation to Concept Learning

 . Consider our usual concept learning task . Consider our usual concept learning task . Consider our usual concept learning task

  (1) instance space   (1) instance space   (1) instance space , hypothesis space , hypothesis space , hypothesis space , training examples , training examples , training examples 

  (2) consider the FindS learning algorithm (outputs most   (2) consider the FindS learning algorithm (outputs most   (2) consider the FindS learning algorithm (outputs most 

    specific hypothesis from the version space     specific hypothesis from the version space     specific hypothesis from the version space )))

 . What would Bayes rule produce as the MAP hypothesis? . What would Bayes rule produce as the MAP hypothesis? . What would Bayes rule produce as the MAP hypothesis?

 . Does FindS output a MAP hypothesis? . Does FindS output a MAP hypothesis? . Does FindS output a MAP hypothesis?

 . Assume fixed set of instances  . Assume fixed set of instances  . Assume fixed set of instances 〈⋯ 〉
 . Assume  . Assume  . Assume  is the set of classifications  is the set of classifications  is the set of classifications 〈⋯ 〉
 . Choose  . Choose  . Choose :::

                      

             


  for all   for all   for all ∊...

 . Then, . Then, . Then,

                      

  since    since    since  

             


 
⋅ 




. . . 



- Evolution of Posterior Probabilities- Evolution of Posterior Probabilities- Evolution of Posterior Probabilities

  As we get more samples, the probability distribution is  As we get more samples, the probability distribution is  As we get more samples, the probability distribution is

  concentrated on certain hypotheses.  concentrated on certain hypotheses.  concentrated on certain hypotheses.

- Learning a Real Valued Function- Learning a Real Valued Function- Learning a Real Valued Function

 . Consider any real-valued target function  . Consider any real-valued target function  . Consider any real-valued target function 

 . Training examples  . Training examples  . Training examples 〈 〉 where  where  where  is noisy training value is noisy training value is noisy training value

              

  where   where   where  is random variable (noise) drawn independently for is random variable (noise) drawn independently for is random variable (noise) drawn independently for

  each   each   each  according to some Gaussian distribution with  according to some Gaussian distribution with  according to some Gaussian distribution with 

  mean zero.  mean zero.  mean zero.

 . Then, the maximum likelihood hypothesis  . Then, the maximum likelihood hypothesis  . Then, the maximum likelihood hypothesis  is the one that  is the one that  is the one that 

  minimizes the sum of square errors, that is,  minimizes the sum of square errors, that is,  minimizes the sum of square errors, that is,

              ∊
 



 
...



  Proof:    Proof:    Proof:  

              ∊

 ∊
 





 ∊
 






  

 




  Maximize the natural log of this.  Maximize the natural log of this.  Maximize the natural log of this.

              ∊
 






 

 
 



 ∊
 



 

 
 



 ∊
 



 


 ∊
 



 


 . Minimizing the mean square error can be interpreted as  . Minimizing the mean square error can be interpreted as  . Minimizing the mean square error can be interpreted as 

  the maximum likelihood estimate of   the maximum likelihood estimate of   the maximum likelihood estimate of  when the additive noise has  when the additive noise has  when the additive noise has 

  normal distribution.    normal distribution.    normal distribution.  



- Learning to Predict Probabilities- Learning to Predict Probabilities- Learning to Predict Probabilities

 . Consider predicting survival probability from patient data. . Consider predicting survival probability from patient data. . Consider predicting survival probability from patient data.

 . Training examples  . Training examples  . Training examples 〈〉 where  where  where  is 1 or 0 is 1 or 0 is 1 or 0

 . Want to train neural network to output a probability given  . Want to train neural network to output a probability given  . Want to train neural network to output a probability given ...

 . In this case, we can show that . In this case, we can show that . In this case, we can show that

              ∊
 



 ...

  Proof:  Proof:  Proof:

  The training data are given by  The training data are given by  The training data are given by

            ⋯   where    where    where   ∊...

  Assuming that each training example is drawn independently,  Assuming that each training example is drawn independently,  Assuming that each training example is drawn independently,

             
 






 





  since   since   since  is independent of  is independent of  is independent of ...

                   

     

      



  This term can be rewritten as  This term can be rewritten as  This term can be rewritten as

              


...

  This implies that  This implies that  This implies that

             
 






 








  Assuming   Assuming   Assuming   for  for  for   ⋯,,,

              ∊
 








 ∊
 



 

      

- Minimum Description Length (MDL) Principle- Minimum Description Length (MDL) Principle- Minimum Description Length (MDL) Principle

      

 . Occam's razor: prefer the shortest hypothesis . Occam's razor: prefer the shortest hypothesis . Occam's razor: prefer the shortest hypothesis

 . MDL: prefer the hypothesis  . MDL: prefer the hypothesis  . MDL: prefer the hypothesis  that minimizes that minimizes that minimizes

              ∊

  where   where   where  is the description length of  is the description length of  is the description length of  under encoding  under encoding  under encoding ...

 . Example: Let . Example: Let . Example: Let

             = decision tree and  = decision tree and  = decision tree and  = training data labels. = training data labels. = training data labels.

         



  Then,  Then,  Then,

             = the number of bits to describe tree  = the number of bits to describe tree  = the number of bits to describe tree  and and and

             = the number of bits to describe  = the number of bits to describe  = the number of bits to describe  given  given  given ...

  Note that   Note that   Note that    if examples classified perfectly by  if examples classified perfectly by  if examples classified perfectly by , , , 

  that is, it needs only to describe exceptions.  that is, it needs only to describe exceptions.  that is, it needs only to describe exceptions.

  Hence,   Hence,   Hence,  trades off tree size for training errors. trades off tree size for training errors. trades off tree size for training errors.

 . Let us consider the MAP hypothesis: . Let us consider the MAP hypothesis: . Let us consider the MAP hypothesis:

              ∊
 ∊ 
 ∊  

  Interesting fact from information theory:  Interesting fact from information theory:  Interesting fact from information theory:

    the optimal (shortest expected coding length) code for     the optimal (shortest expected coding length) code for     the optimal (shortest expected coding length) code for 

    an event with probability     an event with probability     an event with probability  is  is  is  bits. bits. bits.

  So interpret   So interpret   So interpret  as as as

    (1)     (1)     (1)  is the length of  is the length of  is the length of  and and and

    (2)     (2)     (2)  is the length of  is the length of  is the length of  given  given  given  under  under  under 

      the optimal code.      the optimal code.      the optimal code.

 . We can say that MDL hypothesis is the hypothesis that . We can say that MDL hypothesis is the hypothesis that . We can say that MDL hypothesis is the hypothesis that

  minimizes   minimizes   minimizes ...



- Most Probable Classification of New Instances- Most Probable Classification of New Instances- Most Probable Classification of New Instances

 . So far we've sought the most probable hypothesis given  . So far we've sought the most probable hypothesis given  . So far we've sought the most probable hypothesis given 

  the data   the data   the data , that is, , that is, , that is, ...

 . Given a new instance  . Given a new instance  . Given a new instance , what is its most , what is its most , what is its most 

  probable classification?  probable classification?  probable classification?

 .  .  .  is not the most probable classification! is not the most probable classification! is not the most probable classification!

 . Consider three possible hypotheses: . Consider three possible hypotheses: . Consider three possible hypotheses:

              , , ,   , and , and , and   ...

  Given a new instance   Given a new instance   Given a new instance , , ,   , , ,   , and , and , and   ...

  What is the most probable classification of   What is the most probable classification of   What is the most probable classification of ? ? ? 

    + according to the MAP hypothesis.    + according to the MAP hypothesis.    + according to the MAP hypothesis.

- Bayes Optimal Classifier- Bayes Optimal Classifier- Bayes Optimal Classifier

 . Let  . Let  . Let .  Then, for .  Then, for .  Then, for  ∊

           
 ∊

...

 . Bayes optimal classification: . Bayes optimal classification: . Bayes optimal classification:

          ∊ 
 ∊



  That is, the most probable classification of new instance is  That is, the most probable classification of new instance is  That is, the most probable classification of new instance is

  obtained by combining the prediction of all hypotheses  obtained by combining the prediction of all hypotheses  obtained by combining the prediction of all hypotheses

  weighted by their posterior probabilities.  weighted by their posterior probabilities.  weighted by their posterior probabilities.



 . Example: . Example: . Example:

                     

                     

                     

  therefore  therefore  therefore

            
 ∊

  

            
 ∊

   

  and  and  and

             ∊ 
 ∊

  ...

- Gibbs Classifier- Gibbs Classifier- Gibbs Classifier

 . Bayes optimal classifier provides the best result, but can be  . Bayes optimal classifier provides the best result, but can be  . Bayes optimal classifier provides the best result, but can be 

  expensive if there are many hypotheses.  expensive if there are many hypotheses.  expensive if there are many hypotheses.

 . Gibbs algorithm: . Gibbs algorithm: . Gibbs algorithm:

  Step 1. Choose one hypothesis at random according to   Step 1. Choose one hypothesis at random according to   Step 1. Choose one hypothesis at random according to ...

  Step 2. Use this hypothesis to classify a new instance.  Step 2. Use this hypothesis to classify a new instance.  Step 2. Use this hypothesis to classify a new instance.

  Surprising fact: Assume target concepts are drawn at random  Surprising fact: Assume target concepts are drawn at random  Surprising fact: Assume target concepts are drawn at random

    from     from     from  according to prors on  according to prors on  according to prors on .  Then,.  Then,.  Then,

             ≦   ...



  Suppose uniform prior distribution over   Suppose uniform prior distribution over   Suppose uniform prior distribution over ...

      

  Let us pick any hypothesis from   Let us pick any hypothesis from   Let us pick any hypothesis from  with uniform probability to with uniform probability to with uniform probability to

  classify a new instance.    classify a new instance.    classify a new instance.  

  Then, its expected error is no worse than twice Bayes optimal.    Then, its expected error is no worse than twice Bayes optimal.    Then, its expected error is no worse than twice Bayes optimal.  

- Naive Bayes Classifier- Naive Bayes Classifier- Naive Bayes Classifier

 . When to use:  . When to use:  . When to use: 

  (1) moderate or large training set available  (1) moderate or large training set available  (1) moderate or large training set available

  (2) attributes that describe instances are   (2) attributes that describe instances are   (2) attributes that describe instances are 

    conditionally independent given classification     conditionally independent given classification     conditionally independent given classification 

 . successful applications: diagnosis, classifying text documents, ... . successful applications: diagnosis, classifying text documents, ... . successful applications: diagnosis, classifying text documents, ...

- Naive Bayes Classifier- Naive Bayes Classifier- Naive Bayes Classifier

 . Assume target function  . Assume target function  . Assume target function   → where each instance  where each instance  where each instance 

  described by attributes   described by attributes   described by attributes 〈 ⋯ 〉.  Then, the most probable.  Then, the most probable.  Then, the most probable

  value of   value of   value of  is is is

               ∊ ⋯ 

               ∊  ⋯ 

 ⋯ 

  ∊ ⋯

  Here, the naive Bayes assumption is given by  Here, the naive Bayes assumption is given by  Here, the naive Bayes assumption is given by

             ⋯  


...



  This implies that the naive Bayes classifier is  This implies that the naive Bayes classifier is  This implies that the naive Bayes classifier is

               ∊


...

- Naive Bayes Algorithm- Naive Bayes Algorithm- Naive Bayes Algorithm

  For each target value   For each target value   For each target value 

            ←  

    For each attribute value     For each attribute value     For each attribute value  of each attribute  of each attribute  of each attribute 

                  ←  

  Classify_New_Instance(x):    Classify_New_Instance(x):    Classify_New_Instance(x):     ∊
 

 ∊ 

...

- Naive Bayes: Example of PlayTennis- Naive Bayes: Example of PlayTennis- Naive Bayes: Example of PlayTennis



      a new instance:a new instance:a new instance:

            〈      〉
  What is the conclusion using   What is the conclusion using   What is the conclusion using ???

  We need to compute   We need to compute   We need to compute    ∊


...

  From the example, we get  From the example, we get  From the example, we get

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

  That is,  That is,  That is,

              

              

  Therefore,  Therefore,  Therefore,

             

- Naive Bayes: Subtleties- Naive Bayes: Subtleties- Naive Bayes: Subtleties

 1. Conditional independence assumption is often violated 1. Conditional independence assumption is often violated 1. Conditional independence assumption is often violated

            ⋯  
 





  but it works surprisingly well any way.  but it works surprisingly well any way.  but it works surprisingly well any way.



  Note that we don't need estimated posteriors   Note that we don't need estimated posteriors   Note that we don't need estimated posteriors  to be to be to be

  correct; need only that  correct; need only that  correct; need only that

          ∊


 


   ∊⋯ 

  Naive Bayes posteriors often unrealistically close to 1 or 0.  Naive Bayes posteriors often unrealistically close to 1 or 0.  Naive Bayes posteriors often unrealistically close to 1 or 0.

  2. What if none of the training instances with target value   2. What if none of the training instances with target value   2. What if none of the training instances with target value    

  have attribute value   have attribute value   have attribute value ?  Then,?  Then,?  Then,

                and  and  and

            
 


  ...

      

  Typical solution is Bayesian estimate for   Typical solution is Bayesian estimate for   Typical solution is Bayesian estimate for 

            ←

 

  where  where  where

             = the number of training examples for which  = the number of training examples for which  = the number of training examples for which   

             = the number of examples for which  = the number of examples for which  = the number of examples for which    and  and  and   

             = the prior estimate for  = the prior estimate for  = the prior estimate for 

             = the weight given to prior, that is, the number of  = the weight given to prior, that is, the number of  = the weight given to prior, that is, the number of 

        virtual examples        virtual examples        virtual examples



- Learning to Classify Text- Learning to Classify Text- Learning to Classify Text

 . Problems: . Problems: . Problems:

  Learn which news articles are of interest  Learn which news articles are of interest  Learn which news articles are of interest

  Learn to classify web pages by topic  Learn to classify web pages by topic  Learn to classify web pages by topic

 . Naive Bayes is among most effective algorithm . Naive Bayes is among most effective algorithm . Naive Bayes is among most effective algorithm

 . What attributes shall we use to represent text documents? . What attributes shall we use to represent text documents? . What attributes shall we use to represent text documents?

 . target concept Interesting?: Document -> {+, -} . target concept Interesting?: Document -> {+, -} . target concept Interesting?: Document -> {+, -}

  (1) represent each document by vector of words  (1) represent each document by vector of words  (1) represent each document by vector of words

    (one attribute per word position in document)    (one attribute per word position in document)    (one attribute per word position in document)

  (2) learning: use training examples to estimate  (2) learning: use training examples to estimate  (2) learning: use training examples to estimate

            , , , , , , , , , 

 . Naive Bayes conditional independence assumption . Naive Bayes conditional independence assumption . Naive Bayes conditional independence assumption

              
 



 

  where   where   where   is the probability that word in position  is the probability that word in position  is the probability that word in position  is is is

      , given , given , given 

  one more assumption:  one more assumption:  one more assumption:

                 for all   for all   for all  and  and  and ...



Learning_Naive_Bayes_Text (Examples, Learning_Naive_Bayes_Text (Examples, Learning_Naive_Bayes_Text (Examples, )))

Step 1. Collect all words and other tokens occur in ExamplesStep 1. Collect all words and other tokens occur in ExamplesStep 1. Collect all words and other tokens occur in Examples

      ← all distinct words and other tokens in Examples all distinct words and other tokens in Examples all distinct words and other tokens in Examples

Step 2. Calculate the required Step 2. Calculate the required Step 2. Calculate the required  and  and  and  probability terms probability terms probability terms

  For each target value   For each target value   For each target value  in  in  in  do do do

  -   -   - ← subset of Examples for which the target value is  subset of Examples for which the target value is  subset of Examples for which the target value is 

  -   -   - ←


  -   -   - ← a single document created by concatenating  a single document created by concatenating  a single document created by concatenating 

    all members of     all members of     all members of 

  -   -   - ← the total number of words in  the total number of words in  the total number of words in    

   (counting duplicate words multiple times)   (counting duplicate words multiple times)   (counting duplicate words multiple times)

  - for each word   - for each word   - for each word  in  in  in 

            ← the number of times word  the number of times word  the number of times word  occurs in  occurs in  occurs in 

            ←

 
   

Classify_Naive_Bayes_Text (Doc)Classify_Naive_Bayes_Text (Doc)Classify_Naive_Bayes_Text (Doc)

  -   -   - ← all word positions in  all word positions in  all word positions in  that contain tokens  that contain tokens  that contain tokens 

    found in     found in     found in 

  - Return   - Return   - Return  where where where

               ∊ 
∊





Given 1000 training documents from each group, learn to classify Given 1000 training documents from each group, learn to classify Given 1000 training documents from each group, learn to classify 

new documents according to which news group it came fromnew documents according to which news group it came fromnew documents according to which news group it came from

  comp.graphics  comp.graphics  comp.graphics

  comp.os.ms-winodows  comp.os.ms-winodows  comp.os.ms-winodows

  ...  ...  ...

  rec.autos  rec.autos  rec.autos

  rec.motorcycles  rec.motorcycles  rec.motorcycles

  rec.sport.baseball  rec.sport.baseball  rec.sport.baseball

  rec.sport.hockey  rec.sport.hockey  rec.sport.hockey

  ...  ...  ...

Naive Bayes: 89% classification accuracyNaive Bayes: 89% classification accuracyNaive Bayes: 89% classification accuracy

      


